
Abstract—The recently invented thick control flow (TCF) model
packs together an unbounded number of fibers, thread-like
computational entities, flowing through the same control path.
This promises to simplify parallel programming by partially
eliminating looping and artificial thread arithmetics. In this
paper we outline an architecture for efficiently executing pro-
grams written for the TCF model. It features scalable latency
hiding via replication of instructions, radical synchronization
cost reduction via a wave-based synchronization mechanism,
and improved low-level parallelism exploitation via chaining of
functional units. Replication of instructions is supported by a
dynamic multithreading-like mechanism, which saves the fiber-
wise data into special replicated register blocks. The architec-
ture facilitates programmers with compact, unbounded notation
of fibers and groups of them together with strong synchronous
shared memory algorithmics. According to evaluations, the
architecture is able to efficiently handle workloads featuring
computational elements with the same control flow, independ-
ently of the number of elements. In its turn, this pays out as
improved performance and lower power consumption due to
elimination of redundant parts of computation and machinery.

Keywords—parallel computing; processor architecture;
programming model; TCF; multithreading; chaining

I. INTRODUCTION

The history of parallel processor architectures has been a
series of trade-offs between bold ideas towards stronger
computational models (and higher performance) versus
compromises to be able to implement technically and com-
mercially viable products [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10]. So
far, the implementation related aspects have shown domi-
nance over the theoretical strength [11, 12, 13, 14]. As a
result, current parallel processors support asynchronous
programming models rather than synchronous ones, prefer
cache-based memory hierarchies over parallel slackness-
based solutions, and make use of dynamic superscalar
instruction-level parallel techniques [2, 15] instead of more
general combination of low-level inter-thread and instruc-
tion-level parallelism [16]. Despite of many practical
advantages, this dominant approach has introduced a num-
ber of problems, including tedious programmability and
weak portability among machines with different parame-
ters as well as limited performance in applications with fre-
quent intercommunication and interthread dependencies
[16, 17, 18, 19]. 

The emulated shared memory (ESM) architectures take
the opposite approach building on idealized shared memo-
ry rather than straightforward replication of hardware and
therefore provide simpler programmability [20]. They pro-
vide a mechanism to compensate the intercommunication
and synchronization latency as well as speed difference
between processors and memories. Although the first
attempts to this direction were not able to catch up the per-
formance of commercial offerings, the latest designs have
shown potential to surpass current chip multiprocessors
and GPGPUs [21].
At high level, most CPU architectures make use of the

multiple instruction stream multiple data stream (MIMD)
model, which picks up P instructions from separate instruc-
tion flows and executes them in P processing elements.
While MIMD is a flexible model, it potentially wastes
resources for code containing self-similarities. Consider
e.g. the case of T data parallel threads, where all the threads
are executing the same code but with different data. This
includes potentially T-way replicated base addresses, regis-
ters containing them, part of the intermediate results, and
even processor elements, like sequencers and fetchers (see
Figure 1). A more optimal solution for this kind of code
would be to use the single instruction stream multiple data
stream (SIMD) in which the same instruction for P data
elements is executed in P processing units. While SIMD is
more cost-efficient, easier to program and implementations
of it feature lower power consumption, it does not execute
efficiently code with control parallelism and heterogeneity
between the threads (see Figure 1). Another dimension of
problems is raised by the fact that in implementations of
MIMD and SIMD architectures the number of hardware
threads is fixed and causes overhead when the number of
software threads exceeds the supported one. To seamlessly
adapt to code portions with different characteristics with
respect to homogeneity, heterogeneity, number of threads
and be able to execute them efficiently, we study a possibil-
ity to take advantage of the SIMD-style optimizations in
ESM architectures and retain possibility to have multiple
streams of the MIMD model where it is necessary. The key
mechanism in this would be applying the thick control flow
(TCF) model [22] in which homogeneous threads going via
the same control path are combined into entities called
TCFs. We give an overview of the model in Section II.
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A. Previous results

There are no known architectural implementation of the
TCF model but some previous results overlap with the
work presented in this paper.
The XMT architecture [23] implements the idea of

forking to unbounded number of threads for independent
parallel portions of code. This happens by picking up avail-
able threads to thread units and executing them from the
beginning to the end of the portion. As soon as a thread unit
has completed a thread it picks up one of the remaining
threads until there are no threads left. Compared to our pro-
posal, XMT does not provide synchronous execution of
instructions but executes entire threads from the fork they
are created to corresponding join and lacks the possibility
for exploiting low-level interthread parallelism.
GPGPUs use multithreading to tolerate latency and

multiple SIMD executions to reduce the silicon area and
power consumption like the proposed architecture. On the
other hand, the pipeline, connection to CPUs, threading,
synchronization scheme, dynamic nature of TCFs and
memory system differentiate the proposal from GPGPUs.
The Cilk programming language supports simple man-

agement of threads and data parallelism. The latest version
by Intel adds support for array notation and SIMD enabled
functions. The proposed TCF-architecture provides native
implementation of many primitives and constructs for it
and thus, potentially increase performance.
As a part of our work with the REPLICA chip multi-

processor framework, we have defined a number of config-
urable emulated shared memory (CESM) constellations
[24]. These share the synchronization, latency hiding and
low-level parallelism mechanisms with the proposal but do
not support dynamic unbounded number of fibers neither
simultaneous use of machineries for modestly and highly
parallel parts of the code.

Finally, in our previous works we have introduced the
TCF model [22], linked it the shared memory emulation at
the model level [10] but have not attempted to present an
implementation architecture for it.

B. Contribution

In this paper we outline an architecture for efficiently exe-
cuting programs written for the TCF model. It features
scalable latency hiding via replication of instructions, radi-
cal synchronization cost reduction via a wave-based syn-
chronization mechanism, and improved low-level paral-
lelism exploitation via chaining of functional units (FU).
Replication of instructions is supported by a dynamic mul-
tithreading-like mechanism, which saves the fiber-wise
data into special replicated register blocks. The architecture
facilitates a programmer with compact, unbounded nota-
tion of fibers and groups of them together with strong syn-
chronous shared memory algorithmics. According to eval-
uations, the architecture is able to efficiently handle work-
loads featuring computational elements with the same con-
trol flow, independently of the number of elements. In its
turn, this pays out as improved performance and lower
power consumption due to elimination of redundant parts
of computation and machinery.
The rest of the paper is organized so that Section 2

describes the TCF programming model, Section 3 outlines
the TCF processor architecture, Section 4 evaluates the
architecture with simulations, and Section 5 draws conclu-
sions as well as outlines some future work.

II. TCF PROGRAMMING MODEL

The key for simpler programming is to raise abstraction
related to composition and synchronization of parallel pro-
grams. The TCF model does this by packing together com-
putational elements containing similarities for exposing
natural synchronicity of parallel execution and providing a
simple explicit mechanism for dynamically adjusting the
number of elements executed in parallel.
The Thick Control Flow (TCF) model is a programming

model combining homogeneous computations having the
same control flow into data parallel entities controlled by a
single control rather than keeping individual control for
each computation [22]. The resulting entity is simply called
TCF and components of it are called fibers to distinguish
them from more independent threads. The number of fibers
in a TCF is called thickness of it.
Execution of a TCF happens one instruction at the time.

The time, during which all fibers of a TCF execute an
instruction, is called a step. TCF execution resembles
SIMD execution but there can be multiple TCFs executing
simultaneously and their thicknesses can vary arbitrarily.
The TCF model guarantees synchronicity and strict memo-
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Figure 1. Computation organized as threads containing homoge-
neous and heterogeneous computation and corresponding
MIMD and SIMD execution. Horizontal lines represent execu-
tion in a processing elements, vertical lines parallel operations
and colors represent different kinds of operations.



ry consistency between consecutive instructions so that all
shared memory actions launched by the previously repli-
cated instruction are guaranteed to complete before the
operations of the current one take place. This reduces the
cost of synchronization w.r.t. ESM since synchronizations
happen once per step defined by software not hardware. If
there are multiple TCFs, the mutual execution ordering of
them is not strictly defined but the programmer can instruct
them to follow certain ordering via explicit inter-TCF syn-
chronizations. Since the thickness of a TCF can be defined
by the programmer without bounds, it is easy to express
intrinsic parallelism of a wide spectrum of computational
problems without a worry about running out of threads or
having to matching the software parallelism with the hard-
ware one with loops or explicit threads. Besides reducing
the number of loops, the model simplifies programming
also by eliminating index calculations related to threads.
The example of Figure 1 can now be expressed with 4
TCFs and a change of thickness from one to four between
the heterogeneous and homogeneous parts (see Figure 2).
The TCF model can basically be programmed like other

parallel programming models but the nature of model
opens up possibilities for novel conventions that have sub-
stantial implications to notation, behavior and interpreta-
tion of computation [22].

III. THICK CONTROL FLOW PROCESSOR ARCHITECTURE

Our proposal for a TCF-aware architecture leans on
four observations on the TCF model and typical execution
of instructions:
(1) Single Control: A TCF features a single control flow
common to all fibers.

(2) Mostly shared state:Most of the state of TCF is shared
between the fibers. This includes e.g. base addresses of
arrays and register copies of shared variables.

(3) Homogeneity: Parallelism between the fibers of TCF is
always homogeneous and refer to fiber-dependent data.

(4) Dynamic thickness: The degree of parallelism within a
TCF can range from modest to unbounded.
Unfortunately (1)-(2) point to traditional single core

architecture while (3)-(4) suggest that highly parallel ESM-
style multicore architecture would be the best fit if it could
be made to work smoothly with dynamic parallelism.
Finally the architecture should ultimately support execu-
tion of multiple TCFs both in parallel and overlapped way.
In the following we outline a TCF-aware architecture

based on the observations as well as explain the structure
and operation of it but rule out lower-level details.

A. Structure and used architectural techniques

The Thick Control Flow Processor Architecture (TPA)
is an architecture implementing natively the TCF program-

ming model. A TPA chip multiprocessor consists of S
scalar1 processor frontends attached to instruction memory
modules, local memories and TCF buffers, as well as P par-
allel processor backends, attached to replicated register
blocks, and shared memory modules via the communica-
tion network (see Figure 3).
The processor frontends support fast switching between

a number of TCFs, management of them, execution of  con-
trol and other common parts of the code. Architecturally
they resemble multithreaded superscalar processors but
instead of threads, TCFs with their own register sets kept in
the TCF buffers. The memory systems of frontends consist
of instruction memories and local data memories optional-
ly interconnected via a network making use of the non-uni-
form memory access (NUMA) convention with cache
coherence maintenance [12].
The processor backends support streamlined shared

memory system with fiber-wise data and execute homoge-
neous parallel parts of the code. The structure of them
resembles that of ESM pipelines with capability of dyna -
mic fiber execution. Like ESM processors they use scala-
ble latency hiding via multifibering, radical synchroniza-
tion cost reduction via wave synchronization, and
improved low-level parallelism exploitation via chaining of
FUs to provide high performance in parallel execution.
The idea in multifibering is to execute other fibers while

a reference of a fiber proceeds in the memory system. If the
number of fibers is high enough and the intercommunica-
tion network is not congested, the reply arrives before it is
needed by the fiber. The first synchronization method
exploits the fact that fibers are independent within a step of
execution and performs the synchronization action only
once per step. The second one allows to overlap synchro-
nizations with memory references. These together define
the low-cost synchronization wave mechanism in which the
amortized overhead caused by synchronization drops down

Computational
threads

TCF execution

Change of thickness

Multiple TCFs
Figure 2. Computation organized as threads containing homoge-
neous and heterogeneous computation and corresponding TCF
execution with a change of thickness.

1 The term scalar refers here to processing of single thread rather
than single functional unit to emphasize the difference between
the frontend and parallel/vector backend. Thus, we allow the
scalar processor use static or dynamic superscalar execution.



to 1/thickness [20]. The idea in low-level parallelism
exploitation is to connect FUs as a chain so that a unit can
use the results of its predecessors as operands rather than
connect units in parallel requiring operations to be inde-
pendent. This increases the utilization of FUs by allowing
the pipeline to execute dependent instructions.
The interplay between frontends and backends happens

by assigning a TCF to a single frontend and multiple fron-
tends in an overlapped way. This kind of a single mode
dual-purpose operation avoids the dual mode operation and
switching overheads between them present in ESM archi-
tectures [24]. Support for unbounded thickness is imple-
mented by generating fibers (or replicating instructions)
dynamically on the pipeline and saving the fiber-wise data
into special replicated register blocks that overflow their
content to external memory system if necessary.

B. Operation

Execution of instructions in the TPA architecture differs
somewhat from that of the NUMA or ESM architectures.
While an Fn-FU NUMA core executes at most Fn inde-
pendent (sub)instructions in parallel and an Fe-FU ESM
executes an instruction with up to Fe subinstructions for a
fixed number of threads per step in interleaved manner, the
TPA executes sequences of frontend instructions and paral-
lel backend instructions for a variable number of TCFs with
non-constant thickness in interleaved manner. More specif-
ically, execution of a single TCF assigned to a frontend and

a number of backends units in TPA happens as follows:
• First the frontend (responsible of managing TCFs) fetch-
es the next TCF from its TCF buffer and executes the
sequence of scalar instructions defined by the program
counter and instruction memory. As it meets an instruc-
tion containing a backend operation, it tries to send the
operation along with its operands to the related backend
units via the FIFO-like work spreading (WS) network. If
the network is full then the frontend waits until there is
room for the TCF and then continues until there is an
explicit TCF switch request.
• Execution in the related backend units starts by checking
whether all of them are free. In the positive case, the par-
allel operations, their operands and necessary TCF info
on the head element of WS gets fetched into execution to
all related backend units. In the negative case, the instruc-
tion in the FIFO waits for parallel units to become free.
• The backend then splits the TCF horizontally between the
related backend units as evenly as possible and starts to
generate and process fibers in parallel until they run out.
• During the fiber generation each fiber gets its operands,
fiber identifier and instructions for FUs from the data sent
by the frontend while the fiber-wise intermediate results
are fetched from the replicated register block.
The length of the sequence for the frontend is at least

one instruction and containing zero or more backend
instructions. For a TPA with P backend units and a TCF of
thickness T, the utilization of execution units achieves its
maximum as the length of sequence is T/P instructions and
there is exactly one backend instruction in the sequence.

IV. EVALUATION

In order to show that TPA meets our design goals, we
implemented it as a clock accurate low-level simulation
with an equally accurate method as our FPGA proof-of-
concept reference [24]. The evaluated configuration has 16
64-bit 8-FU backend units and one slightly modified 64-bit
version of a 5-FU Minimal Pipeline Architecture (MPA)
processor [25] as the frontend (see Table 1).
We wrote 4 kernel programs for initial evaluation (see

Table 2) and simulated their execution in TPA. For each
program, we determined the execution time, amount of
data transferred from the frontend to backend, and usage of
replicated register block. For comparison purposes, we
measured also the execution time of #CESM-threaded ESM
versions of them with REPLICA CESM [24] with a identi-
cal configuration. CESM uses the same latency hiding, and
low-level parallelism techniques as TPA but features fixed
number of threads. As a side efect, its synchronization
overhead is fixed rather than tied to data set size.
The results of simulations are shown in Figure 4. We

can make the following observations from the results:
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Figure 3. The overall structure of TPA (IM=instruction memo-
ry, SP=processor frontend, LM=local memory, TB=TCF buffer,
WS=work spreading, PP=processor backend unit, RR=replicat-
ed register block, SM=shared memory module).



• The performance of the proposal turns to be higher in all
measurements. The main reason for this is higher utiliza-
tion of fibers/threads due to the TCF model’s better abili-
ty to assign workload seamlessly to execution units.
• The highest speedup is achieved in the parseq test due to
TPA’s ability to overlap sequential parts executed in the
frontend and parallel parts executed in the backend as
well as absence of switching time between them.
• The advantage of TPA decreases as the problem size
grows. This is caused by relatively reducing fraction of
slowly executing code in CESM, e.g. loop overhead,
copyback of data in the case of dependent data fulfilling
the condition N > #CESM.
• In these benchmarks, TPA shows smooth execution time
growth very close to algorithm theoretical one while
CESM shows saw-shaped growth (see Figure 4/addmat).
The reason for this quantization is rounding the effective
size upwards to the next multiple of #CESM.
• The amount of data transferred from the frontend to back-
end ranges from zero to 4 words. The average traffic per
step is below 0.02 words per clock cycle for small N and
below 0.002 for large N. The usage of replicated register
block ranges from 0 to 2 words per fiber.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have outlined a processor architecture
allowing a programmer to combine “threads” following the
same control flow and containing enough homogeneity into
flexible computational entities called thick control flows
and executing them efficiently. The architecture makes use
of the key techniques of ESM—scalable latency hiding,
low-cost synchronization and efficient low-level paral-

lelism exploitation—to provide high performance and easy
programmability. It addresses also typical limitations of
MIMD and SIMD architectures by providing native sup-
port for unbounded number of “threads”, eliminating
unwanted replication of registers and instruction memory
system resources leading to reduced energy consumption.
According to our evaluation, the processor indeed

implements the TCF model, provides a higher performance
than CESM with similar configuration especially for small
problem sizes. Prior implementation of CESM [24] and the
fact that in the proposal the amount of data transferred from
the frontend to backend and stored in the replicated regis-
ter block turned out to be modest indicating that the archi-
tecture would be implementable.
In the future we aim to develop a number of additional

architectural and methodological optimizations on the top
of this proposal, including multiple scalar units, multioper-
ation support, detailed memory system, replicated register
block implementation as well as prototype it with FPGA.
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